This paper presents joint transmit diversity selection (TDS) and relay selection (RS) algorithms based on discrete stochastic optimization for a multi-relay cooperative MIMO system. A two-phase, decode-and-forward (DF) network with a non-negligible direct path is considered where linear minimum mean square error (MMSE) receivers are used at all nodes. TDS and RS are performed jointly with continuous least squares channel estimation and no transmit preprocessing is required. RS removes relays from consideration by TDS and generates an optimized set from which TDS is made, improving the convergence, performance, complexity and energy consumption of the TDS process whilst maintaining low feedback requirements. The performance of the proposed schemes is evaluated via mean square error (MSE), bit-error rate (BER) and complexity comparisons. The results show that the proposed schemes outperform cooperative transmission with and without TDS in terms of diversity, MSE and BER, and match that of the optimum exhaustive solutions whilst making considerable complexity and energy savings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative MIMO relay networks have been presented as a next generation mobile network topology that can circumvent the need for extensive infrastructure investment and deployment [1] . The two most prominent relay protocols in cooperative MIMO, amplify and forward (AF) and decode and forward (DF), bring significant gains through increases in diversity, multiplexing and spectral efficiency [1] , [2] . As a result, transmit diversity selection (TDS) or antenna selection, relay selection (RS) and diversity maximization have been central themes in MIMO relaying literature [3] - [6] . However, current approaches often involve the use of complex algorithms and do not fairly weight the influence of the first and second phases, leading to mismatches between first and second phase channels. They are also limited to stationary single relay systems and channels which assume the direct source-destination path is negligible [7] , [8] . In addition to this, existing schemes have predominantly concentrated on only one of these optimization problems. Jointly performing RS and TDS has the potential to offer considerable advantages through the optimization of both phases. This approach addresses the shortcomings of the DF protocol when the source-relay channel degrades and errors occur in the reception and decoding of the first phase [9] but also assists in reducing the complexity of the TDS process. Added to this, the highly discrete properties of TDS with RS means that it can be interpreted as a 1-bit power allocation strategy and therefore has minimal feedback requirements. The finite and discrete nature of relay and antenna selection render TDS and RS unsuitable for solution by continuous algorithms, therefore discrete stochastic algorithms (DSA) are required. Initially applied to this field in [5] and later extended to TDS in cooperative MIMO systems in [6] , such algorithms provide an efficient method to find the member of a finite set whilst avoiding an exhaustive search. However, their performance is dependent on the set on which they operate. An intelligent refinement of the set that discrete stochastic TDS operates over has the potential to substantially improve the performance of the TDS process and the system as a whole. RS provides the means to do this by removing relays from consideration by the TDS process based on their performance.
In this paper, RS is applied to the TDS procedure of [6] and the problem formulated as a joint discrete optimization function where RS is used to reduce the cardinality and improve the quality of the set that TDS operates over. In a departure from the traditional definition of RS where a small number of the best relays are selected, we select a small number of the worst performing relays and remove them from consideration by the TDS process. This removes the relays most likely to introduce errors, whilst not restricting the second phase selection to a small number of relaydestination channels, but also reduces the transmit energy wasted when unreliable data is forwarded from the relays. Furthermore, the reduction in complexity brought about by the cardinality reduction of the TDS set is large compared to the complexity of the RS process and therefore improvements in complexity as well as performance can be expected in the majority of systems. DSA with MSE cost functions are employed to perform the TDS and RS, and continuous 2011 IEEE Online Conference on Green Communications 978-1-4244-9519-1/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE recursive least squares (RLS) channel estimation (CE) is introduced to provide channel state information (CSI). A combined framework is then formed where iterative adaptive TDS, RS and CE are performed jointly with no forward CSI. The proposed algorithms are implemented and uncoded BER comparisons given against the optimal exhaustive search and standard cooperative implementations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; Section II describes the system model and Section III details the problem statement. Sections IV and V present the proposed algorithms and their simulation results, respectively. The paper is then drawn to close by the concluding remarks given in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this work, we consider a two-phase QPSK, DF, multirelay MIMO system with half-duplex relays and a nonnegligible direct path which has an expected gain of a fraction of that of the indirect paths in order to reflect the increased distance and shadowing involved. The channel is flat Rayleigh fading with a coherence time equal to the period of a packet and the path between each antenna pair is represented by a complex gain. Linear MMSE receivers are used at all nodes, an error free control channel allows feedback from the destination to the relays and no there is no inter-relay communication. The system model is given by with N a forward and backward antennas, and individual source and destination nodes with N a forward and backward antennas, respectively. N a independent data streams are transmitted within the system and each stream is transmitted from the correspondingly numbered antenna at each node.
This system organization determines the maximum spatial multiplexing gain (r * ) and diversity advantage (d * ) simultaneously available. The number of data-steams is N a and constant over all phases, therefore r * = N a . The diversity advantage available at the destination includes the reception of the first phase's direct transmission and the second phase's relayed signals. This results in d * = N a (1 + N r ) [10] . Finally, for the first phase transmissions, the diversity available at each relay is d * = N a .
The N a × 1 first phase received signal at the destination and the n th relay are given by
and
respectively, where H sr n and H sd are the N a × N a sourcen th relay and source -destination channel matrices, respectively. The quantity η is a N a × 1 vector of zero mean additive white Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 η and s is the N a × 1 data vector. The scalar A s is the transmit power allocation, where the total transmit power during each phase is fixed at unity and equally distributed among the active antennas. The matrix, T s , is the diagonal N a × N a source TDS matrix where each diagonal element specifies whether the correspondingly numbered antenna is transmitting and equals an identity matrix when no TDS is employed. In the notation given here and throughout this work, the subscripts sd, sr n and r n d refer to the source-destination, source-n th relay and n th relaydestination links, respectively.
The destination's second phase received signal is obtained by summing the signals from the N r relays, giving
whereŝ r n is the estimated data vector at the n th relay and T r n is the TDS matrix of the n th relay. For processing at the destination, the received signals from the first and second phases are stacked into a 2N a × 1 vector r d , given by
For simplicity and subsequent decoding, the summation in (3) can be avoided by collecting the channel matrices, data vectors and transmit diversity matrices into compound structures. This allows the relay-destination received signal to be expressed as
where T r = diag T r 1 T r 2 ...T r Nr is the N a N r × N a N r compound relay TDS matrix and is the TDS matrix we shall concentrate on for the remainder of this work. The N a N r × 1 vector,
Linear MMSE filtering is performed at the relay nodes followed by a QPSK slicer to estimate the transmit data. The MMSE optimization for the n th relay's filter is given by
and the resulting N a × N a filter is the standard Wiener solution W sr n = R −1 sr n P sr n , where R sr n = E r sr n [i]r H sr n [i] and P sr n = E r sr n [i]s H [i] are the autocorrelation and cross correlation matrices, respectively. At the destination, equivalent MMSE filtering is performed according to the following optimization function
which results in the
, respectively. For reception of the direct signal in a non-cooperative system the MMSE filter is given by
After reception the MSE at the destination and n th relay are given by σ 2
and tr(·) represents the trace of a matrix.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Relay TDS is the task of selecting T r to optimize the relay transmissions and therefore the performance of the system. This can be cast as a discrete MSE combinatorial problem as given by
which can be solved using an iterative DSA to avoid optimal but complex exhaustive searching. The result is a considerable improvement in the diversity and BER performance of the system whilst having a significantly lower complexity than the exhaustive search solution. However, there are still several shortcomings in this TDS process. Firstly, the dependence of its rate of convergence on the cardinality of the set of solutions, Ω T , and secondly the performance limitations stemming from the reliability of the first phase and the lack of consideration of the first phase in TDS procedure defined by (8) . Both of these issues can be addressed through a process termed RS that eliminates the most poorly performing relays from consideration, therefore reducing the cardinality of Ω T whilst effectively providing the TDS optimization procedure with information on the performance of the first phase. RS provides the TDS process with a refined set to operate over whilst not inhibiting the optimization of the second phase by overly restricting its choice of TDS matrices. If we constrain the number of active antennas according to N a N r > N asub > N a in order to ensure a minimum level of diversity and loosely restrict the optimization complexity, the cardinality of the unrefined TDS solution set is given by
where | · | represents the cardinality of a set. The removal of relay(s) from consideration by the TDS algorithm decreases N r and therefore |Ω R |. Whether an individual or set of relays is to be removed, RS is a discrete optimization problem. Consequently, integration and joint operation with TDS should be both feasible and beneficial.
In this work, we concentrate on selecting a single relay using forwarded relay MSE information available from the DF process, but this can be easily extended to selecting multiple relays. However, N a (N r − N rem ) > N asub , where N rem is the number of relays removed, to ensure the TDS process has a sufficient number of candidate antennas to select from.
When full CSI of noiseless source-relay channels is known, selection of the poorest performing relay can be expressed as a combinatorial integer least squares problem. Utilizing the DF estimation error as the optimization criteria, we arrive at
where the set Ω R is populated with candidate relays. In these ideal circumstances, a single exhaustive search will provide the optimal solution to (10) for the coherence time of the channel. However, in practice non-ideal CSI is provided by CE and additive noise is present. Therefore an alternative approach is required. To address this, we introduce an expectation into (10) and transform it into an MSE objective function that will arrive at the desired RS whilst taking into account channel uncertainties and noise. The modified optimization problem is given by
(11) The direct approach to reach the optimal solution of (11) is to perform an exhaustive search at the destination on MSE information forwarded from each relay. However, due to the expectation, an exhaustive search through Ω R is required at every time instant and hence, prohibitively complex.
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
Solving (11) whilst maintaining low complexity excludes the use of exhaustive searching. An alternative is the DSA used to solve (8) that was first put forward in [11] and later applied to communications scenario in [5] , [6] . We propose the joint operation of TDS with RS and CE as shown in Fig.  2 , where the cycle is repeated at each time instant and joint DSA are used to perform TDS and RS.
IV-A. Relay Selection
The proposed algorithm iteratively searches Ω R in accordance with (11) and then iteratively selects the relay(s) to remove. All TDS matrices which involve transmission from the selected relay(s) are then removed from Ω T , transforming it into a new reduced set,Ω T , where 
The DSA used to reach the RS solution is detailed in Table I . At each time instant a candidate relay, r C , is randomly selected and its MSE evaluated. A comparison is then performed between the MSE of the candidate and worst performing relay currently known, r W . The worst performing relay then takes on the identify of the relay with the higher MSE. We define the relay chosen for removal in the i th transmission slot, r, as the current optimum and is the relay which has occupied r W most frequently over the course of the packet; effectively an average of the occupiers of r W . This averaging process requires each relay in Ω R to be allocated a |Ω R | × 1 unit vector label, v n , which has a one in the position corresponding to the relay's position in Ω R i.e. v r W [i] is the label of the worst performing relay at the i th iteration. The current optimum is then chosen and tracked by means of a |Ω R |×1 state occupation probability (SOP) vector, π. At each iteration, π[i+1] is updated by adding v r W [i+1] and subtracting π[i]; both of which are scaled by a variable stepsize to ensure that the sum of the elements of π[i+1] is equal to unity. The current optimum is chosen by selecting the largest entry in π and its corresponding relay. Through this process of evaluation and comparison, the current optimum relay converges towards and tracks the exhaustive solution [11] . Alternatively, the algorithm can be interpreted as a Markov chain formed from the transitions r W [i] → r W [i + 1] and where the members of Ω R are the possible transition states. The state most visited is then defined as the current optimum.
Once RS is complete at each time instant, set reduction (Ω T →Ω T ) can take place and TDS commence. TDS is performed using an equivalent but modified version of steps 1-5 of the RS algorithm [6] . These modifications consist of reversing the inequalities of step 3 so that the best performing TDS matrix (v r B [i]) is selected; replacing Ω R of steps 1-2 withΩ T ; replacing the MSE function F [i] of step 3 with C [i] from (8) and replacing the r, with T r .
Global convergence of the proposed algorithm is dependent on an assumption of independence between the observations used for the objective function calculations and 
(14) When these conditions are met, r → r opt . In this work, for computational efficiency independent channel observations are not used and therefore the proof of convergence is intractable. However, excellent performance has been observed under these conditions throughout simulations conducted for this work and in [5] , [6] , indicating that this is not a problem.
IV-B. Channel Estimation
Channel estimation is required for the implementation of the proposed algorithms and an exponentially weighted RLS algorithm [12] which precedes TDS and RS is chosen. Standard training based estimation is performed for H sd and H sr n but this is not possible for H rd because correlated data is transmitted from node due to the relaying protocol. To avoid this, a traditional pilot sequence is convoluted with an independent but pre-shared pseudo random binary sequence (PRSB), γ n [i], prior to transmission from each relay. This decorrelates the transmit signal from each relay and allows H rd to be estimated. The modified received signal at the destination is given by 
IV-C. Proposed Algorithm Complexity and Feedback Requirements
Major complexity benefits and therefore energy savings result from the proposed algorithm. These benefits stem from the use of iterative stochastic methods opposed to exhaustive searching, but also from RS and the reduction it brings about in Ω T toΩ T . For a system where N r = 10, N a = 2 and N asub = 4, the number of complex multiplications for MMSE reception and exhaustive TDS, exhaustive TDS with RS, iterative TDS and iterative TDS with RS are 5.8 × 10 8 , 1.7 × 10 8 , 1.8 × 10 5 and 5.9 × 10 4 , respectively, for each received symbol. It is also useful to note that the complexity savings brought about by the addition of RS increase with N a × N r . This results from the complexity of TDS process increasing more rapidly with N a × N r than the RS process, therefore savings grow as the |Ω T | increases. RS also reduces the number of relays utilized at each time instant, therefore reducing the average time each relay node is transmitting.
The core TDS algorithm can be interpreted as a 1bit power allocation strategy and the addition of RS does not impact on the destination-relay feedback requirements because of its integration with the TDS process. Therefore the required feedback is maintained at 1-bit per relay antenna when a dedicated feedback bit is transmitted for each antenna.
V. SIMULATIONS
In this section, simulations of the proposed algorithms (Iterative TDS and RS) when applied to the system of Section II are presented and comparisons drawn against the exhaustive solutions (Exhaustive TDS and RS) and standard cooperative transmission. Equal power allocation is maintained in each phase and A r = 1/ √ N asub when TDS is employed and A r = 1/ √ N a × N r for standard cooperative transmission where all antenna are utilized. For the RLS CE, PĤ rd , PĤ srn and PĤ sd are initialized as I N r ×N a , I N a and I N a respectively. Initialization of the remaining quantities,Ĥ rd , H sr n andĤ sd are given by 0 N a ×(N r ×N a ) , 0 N a ×N a and 0 N a ×N a , respectively. Each simulation is averaged over 1000 packets (N p = 1000), each made up of N received symbols where the initial 150 symbols are pilots. The simulation shown by Fig. 3 gives the BER convergence performance of the proposed algorithms. As one can see, the iterative TDS with RS algorithm converges to the optimal exhaustive BER as does the TDS with RS and CE, albeit in a delayed fashion. The TDS with RS scheme exhibits accelerated convergence due to |Ω T | < |Ω T | as well as lower steady state BER due to the improved relay transmit power efficiency. These results confirm that the stochastic optimization algorithms for the TDS and RS jointly operate correctly and the RS procedure optimizes the candidate TDS set effectively, thus decreasing the probability that a poorly performing relay is selected for transmission in the second phase. This is also true for the scheme with CE, however, its convergence is dominated by the adaptation of the CE algorithm. Fig. 4 shows the BER versus SNR performance of the proposed and conventional algorithms. It can be seen by the steeper gradient of the proposed curves that increased diversity has been achieved compared to the TDS and standard cooperative transmission schemes. This illustrates that although the maximum available diversity advantage decreases with TDS to d * = N a ×(N asub /N a ) from that given in Section II, the actual diversity achieved has increased, whilst maintaining r * = N a . This improvement can be attributed to the removal of poor paths which introduce errors and bring little benefit in terms of diversity but also the increase in transmit power over the remaining paths. The improvement in performance over the non-cooperative scheme is also evident from Fig. 4 , thus showing the benefits of relaying and utilizing paths in addition to the long distance, high loss direct path. The largest gains in diversity are present in 5dB-20dB region and begin to diminish above this region because relay decoding becomes increasingly reliable and lower power paths become more viable for transmission, therefore reducing the benefits of RS.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This work has presented iterative algorithms based on joint discrete stochastic optimization which combines TDS and RS along with continuous CE for multi-relay cooperative MIMO systems. RS has been applied to TDS and implemented both using joint DSA and shown to bring about an increase in the speed of convergence and steady state performance compared to TDS alone. With little feedback the schemes exceed the performance of systems which lack TDS and also work well when combined with continuous CE. After convergence, the iterative schemes match the performance of the exhaustive solutions whilst saving considerable computational expense, making them ideal for realtime mobile use where energy efficiency is vital.
